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Liturgical Latinization 
and Kievan Ecumenism: 

Losing the Kaine of Koinonia1 

Peter Galadza 

Pe3IOMe 

y IU>0MY perpepari, BIIT0JI0IIIeH0MY Ha OTTaBChKIB cecii 
Cry,11jJiH01 Tpyna Kaiscsxoi UepKBII B xsirai, 1993 rr.s. 
«Jlrryprisna naraaisania i KmBCLKIIit eKyMeHi3M - 3arpa11eHH51 
CII.LllhHOl MOBII rrp1I1IaCHOl CII.LllhHOCTII», 0. Ilerpo r anansa 
TBePJJ.IITh, III,0 He3Ba)Kfil()1JII Ha Te, III,0 IIOO)].IIHOKi o6pHJJ.II MaIOTh 
TiJihKH Bi)].HOCHe 3Ha1IeHH51 B Xp1ICTII51HCTBi, Bee TaKH niryp 
r inae 36mDKeHHH Yxpaiacsxoi Ilpaeocnasaoi i Tpexo-xaro 
JIIIULKoi Ilepxos M0)Ke siairpara BeJIHKY poJIIO y 3MaraHH51X 
rrpo nepxosae 061€)].HaHHH. KpiM IU>0ro, CBi)].OMe iruopyaaaas 
KIDBCLKOI nirypriaaoi cnannrann TIIMH, HKi 6a)KaIOTh u 
naraaisanii, ne cpopMa HeHaBIICTII JJ.O BJiaCHOl i)].eHTIIlJHOCTII, 
III,o sene ,n:o III,0pa3 6iJILIIIoro Bi)].qy)KeHH51 rrax Ilepxos. 

Y MIIBY JI0MY icrrysana TeHJJ.eHUbl HaroJI0IIIYBaTII BIIHY 
TiJihKH OJJ.Hi€1 i3 Tph0X Ilepxon - JlaT1IHc1>Ko1, Ilpaaocnasaoi, 
1III fpeKo-KaTOJIHIU>KOl. O)].HaK, sci 'rpa aiaorpana poJIIO B 
rrponeci naraaiaanii. 3oKpeMa B nepionax nepecninyeanas 
Tpexo- KaTOJIHIU>KOI UepKBII rrpaeocrrasmora (Harrp1IKJiaJJ., 3a 
11aciB C€MaIIIKa, 1IlI Ilone.na) caxi narra HaKa3yBaJIII rpexo 
KaT0JIIIKaM 36epiraTII 3JiaTIIHIII,eHi o6pHJJ.II, TIIM 6iJI1>11Ie, IIl,0 B 
PIIMi narrysano ninospiaas JJ.0 nisaariacsxoro rrepenaans. 3 

1 Paper delivered at the Ottawa Consultation of the Kievan Church Study 
Group, April, 1993. 
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npyroi cropoaa, penpecaaai nii Pocincsxoi Ilpaaocnannoi 
UepKBH CIIOimlHHO BllKJillK YBaJIH 6a)l(aHH.SI cepen rpexo- xaro 
JIHKIB Bi.n.AaJIIOBaTHc.SI Bi.II. cxizmsoro. Ta aaaenan yxpaincsxoi 
UepKBH He J:J:03BOJI.SIB u pearysara B opraai-raaa crroci6 Ha TIICK 
.SIK Ji 3axo;::i:y TaK i 3 Ilianoni. Epax icrnpH11HHX 3HaHL JJ:OBiB .uo 
Toro, mo nexxi rpeKo-KaTOJIHKH saarani aanepe-rynarra mo 
ixH.SI 'rpananis Bi3aHTIBCLKa. CLoro.11:Hi, KOJIH ni Tp1:1 UepKBH 
BBIDKfilO Th ce6e cecrpaxa, .niryp ri-me IIHTaHH.SI IIOBHHHO p03BH 
BaTHC.SI 30BCiM iHaKIIIe .SIK B .uo6i IIOJieM.i.K.H i rrpo3eJiiTII3MY, 

. . . . . . . . ................ . . . . . . . . 
For those accustomed to the standard themes and methods of 

ecumenical dialogue, the topic of liturgical latinization may seem 
secondary in the effort to reconcile estranged Churches. However, 
the history of Ukrainian Orthodox/Catholic relations demonstrates 
that liturgical practice has always been one of the greatest 
stumbling blocks - as well as one of the greatest building blocks - 
in efforts to "rebuild the walls" of the "second Jerusalem.'? 

This fact was illustrated even in our own Kievan Church Study 
Group in October, 1992. After witnessing part of a Liturgy served 
by Catholic members in the seminary chapel in Stamford, an 
Orthodox member of our group who, according to his own admis 
sion, had never had an opportunity to acquaint himself with Greco 
Catholic worship, and who previously was rather critical of 
"Uniate" Churches, declared quite spontaneously, "I now see how 
we could be one Church. "3 

2 In the 17th century Kiev came to be known as the second Jerusalem owing 
to its role as the mother of Churches to the north and east. 

3 Unfortunately, however, there are still all-too-many Greco-Catholic parishes 
where an Orthodox observer might be driven to precisely the opposite conclusion. 
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The Relative Status of Discrete Rites and the Quest/or Truth 
and Unity 

The following deserves mention before turning to our analysis. 
Within the last several years, two scholars, one Catholic and the 
other Orthodox, both of whom would usually be identified with 
opposing "camps" in the debate over "Uniate" worship, have 
reminded us of a fundamental scriptural truth: individual Church 
rites have only a relative, not absolute value. 4 What is of ultimate 
importance is faith and doctrine along with worship in spirit and 
truth.5 The Spirit and Truth alone are the criteria by which 
ecclesial life, and liturgy in particular, should be judged, and it is 
only when estranged Christians totally submit to the power of the 
Holy One and cast off all falsehood that unity will be restored. 

This seems to contradict our earlier assertion about the 
importance of the latinization question in Kievan ecumenism. If 
this be the case, why devote attention in our dialogue to what 
apparently is simply a matter of ecclesial culture? My answer is 
two-fold. First, in the case of our own Kievan Church what in fact 
is torn in twain is the same "Ritual ecclesia particularts," to use 
the current Roman terminology. Since liturgy functions as a 
language, the existence of a common "tongue" would be of central 
importance in helping the divided members of this "ecclcsial 
family" to begin effectively communicating again. This is 
especially true as the overwhelming majority of our faithful - 
probably more than in some other Churches, appropriate their faith 
intuitively, and not discursively. If Ukrainian Catholics and 
Orthodox again come to share a liturgical koine, this will be of no 

4 Thomas Hopko, "Reflections on Eastern Rite Catholicism," in All the 
Fulness of God: Essays on Orthodoxy, Ecumenism, and Modem Society 
(Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 1982), 126; and Sophia Senyk, 
OSBM, "The Ukrainian Church and Latinization," Orientalia Christiana 
Periodica 56 (1990), 187. 

5 This does not mean that worship as such has relative status - all Christians 
are obliged to do so according to the express will of Christ. What it does mean is 
that most of the particular forms of Christian worship, manifested differently in 
varying traditions, dare never be dogmatized. 
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small significance in helping them to communicate of the One 
Communio, and re-establish koinonia. 

Second, and more importantly, the issue of liturgical latini 
zation does in fact relate to the question of truth. It does so at the 
level of motivation, or intention, which all moral theology considers 
to be of prime importance. Allow me to employ a very secular, but 
also very precise analogy. In Ukraine today, even many nationalists 
are willing to overlook the inability of a political leader to speak 
Ukrainian, for being Ukrainian, (like being a Christian), is much 
more than a matter of expression. However, should it become evi 
dent that a leader does not speak Ukrainian out of hatred for the 
language - considering it to be inferior or uncultured, or should it 
become obvious that he refuses to study it because of its alleged 
irrelevance, then most Ukrainians, and in fact, most non 
Ukrainians, will naturally express indignation. 

Our analogy suggests that one must distinguish between the 
latinization of those who in good faith and possibly out of benign 
ignorance do not speak the intelligible koine of Kievan worship, 
and those who refuse to speak it or learn it out of hatred. Where 
there is hatred for the good, there can be no truth, and where hatred 
and falsity predominate, there can be no reconciliation. 

A Definition of Latinization 

Before proceeding, allow me to clarify the meaning that I attach 
to the notion of liturgical latinization. 6 I understand it to be the 
importing or imposition onto Byzantine Rite worship of the spirit, 
practices and priorities of Latin liturgy and theology. For such an 
imposition or importation to constitute inappropriate latinization, 
it must be inorganic to the Byzantine system. By inorganic I mean 
that the structural, theological or spiritual genius of the Byzantine 
tradition is violated by these borrowings. 

6 Here I expand the definition presented in my article "Canadian Ukrainian 
Catholic Worship: Towards A Framework for Analysis," Logos 34:1-2 (1993), 
251. 
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Thus not every form of influence from the Latin Church con 
stitutes latinization - or at least inappropriate latinization. For 
example, Greco-Catholics began receiving the Eucharist more 
frequently as a result of Rome's exhortation of 1905, Sacra 
tridentina synodus. 7 But here Pius X was only re-establishing the 
common practice of the early Church. 

Determining which elements undeniably accrue from the Latin 
tradition, and which of them deform the genius and common patri 
mony of the Byzantine tradition requires study and reflection. For 
many centuries, Ukrainian Christians, and Greco-Catholics in 
particular, were not aware of their own liturgical history. Decisions 
and judgments came to be based on ignorance. As late as 1929, the 
Ukrainian Catholic bishop of Stanyslaviv (present-day Ivano 
Frankivs 'k) Hryhoriy Khomyshyn [Chomyszyn] could insist that 
the tradition of his Church was not in fact Byzantine at all.8 Today, 
however, solid studies on the history of worship in Ukraine are 
being written by Ukrainian Catholics,9 not to mention other 
scholars. Thus in the future, at least the history of these questions 
should be less disputed. 

Nonetheless, a knowledge of history is never sufficient, as one 
must always determine how to appropriate the past. Such determi 
nations are necessarily made on the basis of present-day ideologies, 
myths, prejudices, experiences, and theologies. Frequently these 
remained unexamined, leading to an even greater obfuscation of the 
liturgical question. 

A Broader Context for Evaluating Latinization 

This brings us to the core of my presentation. First, in evalua 
ting the past, and this includes events as late as 1989, we must note 

7 ASS 38 (1905), 400-406. 
8 «TiaCTifpCbKHH rurcr rrpo BU3aHTIHCTBO», Hoea Sop» 29 (1931), 7. 
9 See, for example, Laurence Huculak, OSBM, The Divine Liturgy of St. 

John Chrysostom in the Kievan Metropolitan Province During the Period of 
Union with Rome (1596-1839), Analecta OSBM, Series II, Section I, Opera, no. 
47 (Rome: Basilian Fathers, 1990). 
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that latinization has always sparked controversy in the Kievan 
Metropolia because, first, it has usually come in the wake of poli 
tical oppression, and second, it has tended to serve and manifest 
divisive or even destructive ecclesiologies. Ultimately, latinization 
will cease to be a problem only once national and political animo 
sities are healed, and once Christians accept the ecclesiological 
paradigm of Sister Churches. Once this happens, latinization will 
be on its way to becoming value neutral, in the same way that 
computerization or urbanization, for example, are essentially 
descriptive terms. Individual Latin importations will then be eva 
luated according to their inherent theological, spiritual, liturgical 
merits, or lack thereof, and not a priori on the basis of their 
provenance in Western practice. 

Second, in evaluating latinization today we are obliged to 
follow the paradigm shift in Orthodox/Catholic ecclesiologies. 
Now that, at least in principle, most of the Orthodox, Catholic, and 
Greco-Catholic Churches consider each other to be sisters, not 
enemies, any discussion and treatment of latinization, to mention 
only the topic at hand, could benefit by employing the insights of 
family counselling. In family therapy all the members together are 
viewed as a system with their respective role in, and responsibility 
for, dysfunction. 

In the past, latinization was usually viewed as the problem or 
fault of only one of the three Sisters. For example, in his seminal, 
but biased, tract on Uniatism, the Vatican official, Cyril 
Korolevsky, almost entirely ignored Rome's role in fostering latini 
zation." On the other hand, popular sentiment has tended to focus 
on the role of Roman Catholics, in particular the Vatican and the 
Poles, in fostering this phenomenon. Again, such an approach is 
inadequate because it ignores the other two "siblings." As a result 
of the Sister-Churches paradigm I would posit that we must also 
insist on the role of the Orthodox, and in particular, the Russian 
Orthodox, in contributing to this dysfunction. Consequently, I 
propose the following evaluative matrix: Latinization in the 

1° Cirillo Korolevskij, L 'Uniatisme: definition, cause, effets, etendue, 
dangers, remedes, Irenikon-Collection, nos. 5-6 (Amay-sur-Meuse, 1927), 50-55. 
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Kievan Church was (and is) the result of Roman and/or Polish 
Catholic pressure exerted on a declining Greco-Catholic Church 
located in a territory where, as a result of geo-political circwn 
stances, occidentalization was an inevitable cultural trait. This 
latinization has always manifested itself most markedly whenever 
the (Russian) Orthodox Church has attempted to forcibly liquidate 
the Greco-Catholic Church. 

As regards Greco-Catholic "culpability," latinization was used, 
especially by Greco-Catholic leaders, as a means of ecclesiastical 
aggrandizement with higher authorities, both civil and ecclesias 
tical. Among the flock at large, it was frequently employed as a 
superficial tool to counter Orthodox encroachments, sometimes 
without any interest in the real substance of Latin theology and 
practice. 

The Positive Goals Sought Through Latinization and the 
Reaction Against It 

Before analyzing the individual members of our ecclesial 
family, we need to perform one more task: to elucidate the positive 
goals sought by each of the three Sister Churches in fostering or 
reacting against latinization. Family therapy reminds us that there 
is usually a good which any given dysfunction is either seeking or 
attempting to compensate for. Without establishing which goods 
were sought, we all to easily demonize the "patient," something 
which in this case would be especially inappropriate, as we are 
speaking of the Body of Christ. 

From the Roman perspective, latinization was an attempt to 
maintain the unity of the Church and defend the doctrines of 
Tridentine and Catholic theology at large. From the Greco-Catholic 
perspective, in addition to the unity factor just mentioned, latini 
zation was an attempt to respond to the spiritual needs of the 
faithful in the way most feasible considering the intellectual and 
cultural resources of Ukraine and Belarus after 1453. From the 
(Russian) Orthodox perspective, the reaction against latinization 
was an attempt to restore the integrity of the Byzantine tradition 
and maintain the unity, both doctrinally and ecclesially, of 
Orthodoxy, against those tearing at the seams of Eastern Christianity. 
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Today, of course, shifts in theology, and ecclesiology in 
particular, enable us to seek these same goods in radically different 
and far more appropriate ways. The desire for Catholic unity no 
longer presupposes domination of, and isolation from, the 
Orthodox (and vice versa). Also the theologies of East and West 
are now viewed as complements rather than contradictions. Finally, 
Greco-Catholics are more frequently in a position to re-appropriate 
the treasures of Byzantine theology and liturgy without the 
deadening and futile artificiality of archeologism, which instead of 
bringing them to God, has frequently only lead them to their past, 
or their "identity," understood purely sociologically. 

The Roman Catholic Role in the Latinization of the Kievan 
Church 

Let us now turn to each of the members of our ecclesial trinity. 
We start from Roman and/or Polish Catholic pressure, if only 
because latinization must ultimately have a Latin source. The 
examples of Latin influence discussed below have been chosen 
either because of their importance, or because they have been 
ignored by other scholars. To illustrate something of the history of 
this phenomenon I have provided examples from each century 
starting with the 16th. I readily admit, however, that my treatment 
here is only cursory at best, as entire tomes would be needed to 
demonstrate Roman Catholic influence on Byzantine worship in 
Ukraine and Belarus. 

The Brest Period 

While a study of the Kievan Metropolia's liturgy on the eve of 
the Union of Brest has yet to be written, it is apparent to anyone 
who knows how to read historical documents that Latin-Rite 
pressure was being exerted on the Kievan Church even before the 
latter had entered into communion with Rome. Of the 3 3 articles 
of the Union of Brest, at least IO of them deal explicitly and 


